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Abstract
This paper is the starting point of a series of analyses aiming at re-discovering the role of money for monetary policy purposes. It provides an overview of the role of money in modern macro models. In particular, we are focusing on New Keynesian and New Monetarist models to investigate their main findings and most significant shortcomings in considering money properly. As a further step, we ask about the role of financial intermediaries in this respect. In dealing with these issues, we distinguish between narrow and broad monetary aggregates. We conclude that for theoretical as well as practical reasons a periodic review of the definition of monetary aggregates is advisable. Despite the criticism brought forward by the recent New Keynesian literature, we argue that keeping an eye on money is important to monetary policy decision-makers in order to safeguard price stability as well as, as a side-benefit, ensure financial market stability. In a nutshell: money still matters.
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Non-technical summary

Safeguarding the value of money is one of the main tasks of central banks. However, while this objective is widely accepted, disagreement persists on the best way how to achieve price stability. According to the quantity theory, there is a close link between the growth rate of money and the inflation rate – at least in the long run. However, in parallel to monetary policy becoming increasingly based on theoretical models and empirical evidence, money's information content for monetary policy got more and more into doubt. In the canonical workhorse macro model now in use, the New Keynesian Model (which is also the basis for DSGE models), money's role is redundant or even non-existent. At the same time, monetary policy relied more and more on (base) money when fighting the negative consequences of the recent multi-source crisis. This apparent contradiction is the starting point of the paper at hand which provides an overview of the role of money in modern macro models. After providing some general reflections on the use of the ambiguous concept of money in theoretical and practical applications, we focus particularly on New Keynesian (NK) and New Monetarist (NM) models to discuss their main findings and most significant shortcomings in considering money properly. As a further step, we ask about the role of financial intermediaries in this respect. By doing so, we identify numerous misunderstandings and inadequateness of many macro models, which, to our opinion, provide a rationale for these models’ inability to justify a non-trivial role for money in the economy.

Even in the standard NK literature, most authors accept that money affects inflation in the long-run. Moreover, as soon as one explicitly accounts for financial intermediation and a banking system, a significant role of money in the business cycle emerges. It might also be asked whether a policy relying on NK models and paying no attention to money is able to stabilise inflation expectations and leads to a determinate and low inflation process in any case. And finally, the information channel literature within the NK models assigns money a prominent role for monetary policy due to its leading indicator property for the state of the economy (output, natural rate of interest, asset prices). Having said this, many of these models are subject to either theoretical or empirical unsoundness and still require further investigations in future.
New Monetarist (NM) models emphasise the importance of money for long-run welfare with the results derived from first principles. NM models take the role of financial intermediaries and their interactions with the central bank and frictions explicitly into account. The frictions they concentrate on are imperfect monitoring amid limited commitment and asymmetric information. They show that money helps to reach more efficient allocations and provide a rationale for both the existence of money and credit. In NM models, the behaviour of prices is closely tied to the behaviour of money. However, when it comes to monetary policy decision making, NM models usually suffer from a lack of concreteness in their definition of money since basically all assets can be considered as a means of transaction in this environment.

Finally we focus on financial intermediaries as suppliers of inside money. From our point of view, theoretical models will hardly be able to assign a non-trivial role to money as long as they do not account for a banking system to explicitly consider both credit and money. Moreover, financial intermediation is important with respect to the link between price stability and financial stability. A promising elaboration of this link is presented in Brunnermeier & Sannikov’s (2011) "I Theory of Money" which combines intermediation and inside money, considering the inter-relatedness of money, liquidity and financial frictions.

We conclude that if price stability is a monetary authority’s primary goal, a discussion of monetary policy without a reference to monetary aggregates seems quite misleading and inconsistent. Indeed, the link between money and inflation is not as direct as proposed by the quantity theory of money. The transmission process between these two variables is rather complex, touching transactions in goods and services as well as asset markets. At the end of the day, inflation is a synonym for the declining value of money, which is determined by supply as well as demand factors. With an additional financial stability perspective in mind – that seems useful for safeguarding the transmission mechanism of monetary policy decisions and thus contributes to the overriding aim of price stability – money actually provides a wealth of information to the monetary policy maker. However, the details of how monetary policy can exploit information contained in money still deserve further research.
The Role of Money in Modern Macro Models* 

"Money so they say,  
Is the root of all evil today."  
(Pink Floyd) 

"Facts do not cease to exist because they are ignored."  
(Aldous Huxley) 

1. Introduction

Since the formation of Stockholms Banco\(^1\) in 1656, safeguarding the value of money remained one of the main tasks of monetary authorities. However, while monetary policy’s objective is clear and widely accepted, disagreement persists on how to achieve a situation that is commonly referred to as “price stability”. One of the most influential views on this issue is provided by the so-called “quantity theory of money”, that seems established in economic theory since Friedman (1956).\(^2\) According to the quantity theory, there is a close link between the growth rate of money and the inflation rate – at least in the long run.

The implications of the quantity theory are broadly-known among researchers as well as policy-makers and empirical evidence in its favour is well-documented (e.g. Teles & Uhlig, 2010). However, in parallel to monetary policy becoming increasingly based on theoretical models and empirical evidence (Mishkin, 2010, 81) money’s information content for monetary policy got more and more into doubt. In particular, owing to the seminal works by Kydland & Prescott (1982) and Long & Posser (1983), Real Business Cycle (RBC) and recently Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) models gained importance for monetary policy purposes. Despite these
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* This paper benefited from comments and suggestions by B. Fischer, D. Gerdesmeier, C. Johansen, A. Lojschova, M. Morelli, B. Roffia, P. Spahn, P. Welz and the participants of a monetary policy seminar at the European Central Bank. The views presented herein are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the position of the European Central Bank or any other entity of the Eurosystem.

1 Stockholms Banco is the predecessor of Sveriges Riksbank which is considered the world’s oldest central bank today.

2 The quantity theory of money is one of the oldest and best-known principles in economics. Considerations on the link between money and prices date back to the British philosopher John Locke (\(^*\) 1632, \(†\) 1704).
models’ theoretical appeal, they have still not been able to adequately explain one of the oldest and most fundamental artefacts of economic life – i.e. money.

The neglect of money in monetary policy circles seems to have come to an end since the dawn of the financial crisis in 2007. Since central banks around the world conduct quantitative easing in order to counteract the negative consequences of the financial market tensions for the real economy, money re-gained prominence on the monetary policy agenda. At the same time, with central banks flooding the banking system with liquidity, concerns increased that this huge liquidity provision will cause inflation to accelerate in the not too distant future.

Thus, there seems to be an obvious contradiction between present-day economic theory and the conduct of monetary policy in practice in recent times. Indeed, this has left observers and policy makers somewhat confused about money’s actual relevance for economic developments in general and monetary policy in particular. This paper aims at resolving this confusion. Therefore, the remainder is structured as follows: First, we provide some general reflections on the role of money, shedding light on money by itself and its employment in various kinds of theoretical and practical applications. By doing so, we identify numerous misunderstandings and inadequateness of many macro models, which, to our opinion, provide a reason for these models’ inability to justify a non-trivial role for money as yet. The third section concentrates on the canonical workhorse model now in use, the New Keynesian (NK) theory, putting particular emphasis on the different theoretical approaches that have been employed to introduce money into DSGE models. In section four we switch to a newer research agenda, the so-called New Monetarist (NM) approach. While NK models usually conclude that there is only a trivial role for money in the economy, the NM literature claims that money facilitates transactions that otherwise would not have taken place. Despite that, NM models seem far from providing a generally accepted toolbox for the investigation of money. We provide some rationale for why this is actually the case. The fifth part deals with an aspect of money that is often neglected in modern macro models, namely financial intermediation. In our opinion, considering financial intermediation is essential when dealing with money and trying to understand the interaction between price stability and financial stability. In addition, this is where the distinction between inside and outside money and various (micro-founded) financial frictions comes into play (Brunnermeier et al., 2011; Brunnermeier
Taking financial intermediaries explicitly into account thus allows addressing monetary policy and macro-prudential issues simultaneously. Although the foreseeable path of research in this field seems promising, it appears to be too early to assess the approaches as an epoch-making break-through. Finally, section six concludes and provides some implications for monetary analysis.

2. Some general reflections

One buck is like another, isn’t it? Actually, it’s not! Talking about money necessitates a clear distinction between different types of money. The most fundamental one is that between inside and outside-money (see, e.g., Lagos, 2006). Of course, the liquidity provision of a central bank to its counterparties – conducted via so-called outside money – does not necessarily affect consumer prices. It might only have inflationary consequences in case it was transformed into potentially inflation-relevant inside-money via commercial banks’ increasing supply of credit to the money-holding sector. Unfortunately, numerous theoretical models do not explicitly distinguish between outside (or base) money and inside money. Indeed, money and credit are linked via the Monetary Financial Institutions’ (MFIs) (consolidated) balance sheet (see Figure 1). Thus, an expansion of base money might fuel an increase in banks’ lending to the money-holding sector, which in turn could result in an expansion of the stock of (inside) money, for example the broad monetary aggregate M3. This transmission channel, however, is rather indirect. There might even be reverse causality. This leads us to the conviction that theoretical approaches should either model the transmission of outside into inside money explicitly or should – as a minimum requirement – be explicit on the definition of money that is actually used.

\(^3\) The distinction between inside and outside money goes back to Gurley & Shaw (1960). The idea that financial intermediation is essential for understanding monetary developments is already referred to in Brunner & Meltzer (1966).

\(^4\) The ECB’s definition of the money-holding sector comprises households, non-financial corporations (NFCs), insurance corporations and pension funds (ICPFs), other non-monetary financial intermediaries (OFIs) as well as general government entities other than central government.

\(^5\) In the euro area, Monetary Financial Institutions constitute the money-issuing sector. They consist of central banks, commercial banks, money-market funds and building societies.

\(^6\) When talking about monetary analysis from a monetary policy perspective one should always keep in mind that the “modern approach” to monetary analysis comprises all items of the MFI sector’s consolidated balance sheet and makes use of a broad set of additional information taken from genuine monetary sources like the flow of funds statistics, industry surveys etc. Present-day monetary analysis thus goes far beyond the rather simple approach of assessing the growth rate of some monetary aggregates and deriving money stock targets.
Even though (inside) money might technically be linked to credit via the balance sheet identity and despite many modern macro models explicitly deal with credit (see section 3) or investigate money’s role in facilitating trade (see section 4), there is no formal and generally accepted micro-founded (general equilibrium) theory of money as yet. Such a theory should be able to explain how money arises endogenously, why money is preferred to other means of transaction and how welfare is enhanced by the existence of money (Thornton, 2000, 35).

Therefore, most monetary macro models frequently highlight money’s unique role for transactions purposes. They thus interpret the facilitation of trade, the lowering of trading frictions (e.g., by lowering problems associated with asymmetric information) as well as the reduction of transaction costs as money's essential functions. Despite the lack of theoretical basis, this interpretation seems not to be fully implausible at first sight. Concentrating on trade, however, implies that models dealing with representative agent models are not well-suited to capture money's importance, since there is no rationale for trade between identical individuals. Instead, heterogeneous agents' models should be in the focus and all approaches based on homogeneous agents thus seem to be subject to a fundamental shortcoming.

In theoretical frameworks, the importance of money for transactions in goods and services might partly relate to the fact that the ultimate goal of monetary policy in these frameworks is price stability or stabilising the output gap. Even though
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7 For King (2002), even the proof of a significant role for money for real developments has to be based on the two observations that money reduces transactions costs and that transactions costs are important in determining asset prices.
monetary policy’s objective is thus is line with reality, the interpretation of the
transmission channel from monetary developments to inflation inherent in this view
might be too narrow. In fact, monetary policy practice relied more and more on
broader monetary aggregates since the end of the 1980s, so its scope was actually
beyond pure transaction-oriented definitions.

Theoretical models’ emphasis on money’s role as a means of transaction does also
result in an inaccuracy frequently perpetrated in empirical applications: Therein,
researchers usually employ a narrow money concept, commonly M1, in analysing
money’s role in economic developments. Doing so, however, implies that the central
bank has perfect control over M1, which is actually not the case. If at all, the central
bank is able to indirectly steer outside money by adjusting the monetary base. Since
the transmission and intermediation process from the monetary base to inside money
(see e.g. Brunner and Meltzer, 1966) is complex and time-varying, perfect
controllability of whatever monetary aggregate might be too much of a simplification
and could thus result in misleading conclusions.

An additional aspect of money that is often left out of consideration in both theoretical
macro models and their empirical investigations is its use in financial market
transactions. In fact, money’s disposition is not, as often modelled, limited to
transactions in goods and services. Money also enables agents to purchase financial
assets, many of which, though interest-bearing, are not held for investment purposes
in the first place, but for liquidity reasons. These short-term interest-bearing assets are
available for financing transactions in the not-too-distant future and are thus a
possible source of price pressure in case this potential demand for goods and services
materialises.

Against this background, it seems plausible to broaden the interpretation of money,
since it might be a too restrictive views to money to solely emphasise its role as a
means of transaction as implied by using M1 in empirical investigations. Rather, the
above-mentioned considerations call for a broad monetary aggregate as the
appropriate measure of money. This is why M3 is in the centre of the Eurosystem’s monetary analysis.\footnote{In the Eurosystem’s definition of monetary aggregates, M3 comprises M1 (currency in circulation and overnight deposits), other short-term deposits (short-term saving deposits and short-term time deposits) and marketable instruments (repurchase agreements, money market fund shares, short-term debt securities).}

Nevertheless, many empirical investigations of standard money-demand functions using broad monetary aggregates in the euro area have documented a large and persistent residual (see, e.g., figure 3). This finding was frequently interpreted as an indication that the money-demand specification (Woodford, 1996) collapsed which led both academic mainstream as well as policy makers to the conclusion that money cannot be assigned a central role for monetary policy purposes (Woodford, 1998; Reichlin, 2006).\footnote{However, Canova and Ferroni (2011) show that the role of money may be underestimated in empirical analyses due to choosing an inappropriate statistical filter.} Subsequently, much effort was spent in trying to parry this critique and re-animate the money demand function by augmenting it with various additional variables (see, among others, Greiber & Lemke, 2005, and Greiber & Setzer, 2007) or to introduce non-linearities (see, e.g., Dreger & Wolters, 2010) into the basic specification. However, against the background of the experiences the euro area made since the dawn of the financial crisis, one might conclude that the observed persistent error term in the standard money demand specification could have indicated the build-up of an imbalance with potentially severe consequences. Thus, investigating its causes might probably have been more helpful than entrenching behind the faulty assessment that monetary developments did no longer provide valuable information to monetary policy.\footnote{One might even argue that money demand is by definition stable as instability is only due to omitted variables.}

In fact, this view leads us to the fundamental misunderstanding regarding the money inflation link in today’s general equilibrium (GE) macro models: Actually, this link is neither direct (Nelson, 2003) nor is it an equilibrium concept. Quite the contrary, risks to price stability emerge in disequilibria only. But even if this disequilibrium is identified, the inflationary risk does not necessarily materialise.\footnote{As Milton Friedman put it: “What would it mean for money of itself to drive up prices?. What drives up prices is spending by the holders of money, driven by many factors, of which the quantity of money that they happen to have at the moment is one.” (Nelson, 2003, p. 1040). Similarly, Brunner (1969, 26) states: “Of course, it is not money as such which drives up prices.”} Of course, there are factors that temporarily have the potential to induce agents holding more (or less)
money than they would usually need in order to finance their demand for goods and services. Among these are variations in the velocity of money, uncertainty or developments in asset prices. In addition, it is not necessarily the case that any disequilibrium adjusts via price movements in goods markets, which are in the focus of the usual definition of inflation. In fact, the adjustment can also take place via asset prices, i.e. financial market imbalances that ultimately have consequences similar to increases in goods prices. Consequently, Nelson (2003) highlights that quantity theory neither claims a direct link between money and inflation nor does it rest on that interpretation. In fact, money is seen to be one factor determining real aggregate demand relative to potential output. Thus, Nelson argues that in empirical investigations of the Phillips curve, a significant coefficient on money rather indicates measurement errors or a misspecification of the IS-curve once the output gap is taken into account.12

12 Indeed, this statement must not be confounded with the well-known Goodhart’s law (Goodhart, 1975a, b), which states that once monetary policy reacts to a specific economic variable, this particular variable will become insignificant in empirical investigations.

13 See for a broad range of countries and a sample of more than one century Schularick & Taylor (2012).

A growing literature supports this view that monetary analysis can help ex-ante to identify the build-up of imbalances.13 For example, Alessi & Detken (2011) show that analysing monetary developments provides a side benefit in detecting financial market misalignments and financial market crises arising from these. In a similar vein, Adrian & Shin (2011) show theoretically the importance of financial intermediaries’
balance sheet quantities as an indicator for financial market participants’ risk appetite.¹⁴ Importantly, as Adalid and Detken (2007) conclude, the empirically convincing indicator properties of money for the build-up of financial imbalances are usually not only found for narrow, but for broad monetary aggregates as well. Moreover, this promising conclusion holds true for both the global and the country-level. As regards this financial stability dimension of money, its role goes beyond the pure transactions motive and emphasises store-of-value and precautionary considerations.¹⁵

Having in mind all the above-mentioned arguments regarding the link between money and credit, the merits of broad monetary aggregates and the benefits money (and credit) provides for detecting financial market imbalances, another theoretical and practical inadequateness of state-of-the-art macro models becomes obvious: The modelling of a banking sector. Whenever a banking sector is explicitly taken into account in modern theoretical approaches, it is usually done in order to model credit rather than because they aim at modelling money (see, e.g., Adrian & Shin, 2011; Gertler & Kiyotaki, 2011).¹⁶ On the one hand, concentrating on credit omits money’s role for funding banks’ granting of credit. On the other hand, it neglects the fact that a credit economy would in any case give rise to money as a medium of exchange (Thornton, 2000, 51ff.). Credit promises are most efficient if they are denominated in the form of outside money, i.e. currency. But as long as the commitment of financial institutions to exchange deposits for cash immediately and at a fixed one-to-one nominal value is credible, these two forms of transactions money are perfect substitutes and should be included in the stock of money. Ultimately, this also means that models are not complete as long as money is missing.

Due to the balance sheet identity, modelling credit was frequently seen as being sufficient for capturing the effects of money for the macro-economy. However,

¹⁴ In this direction, intertemporal risk smoothing (related to financial intermediaries’ creation of informationally insensitive deposits) implies to only include deposits of commercial banks (besides currency) in monetary aggregates, but no marketable securities. Moreover, as financial market crises often are liquidity crises and as this concept of money by definition has the highest degree of liquidity, money comes into play from this direction, too.

¹⁵ In fact, empirical studies usually conclude that credit aggregates also perform well or even better than monetary aggregates (see Gerdesmeier et al, 2010; Borio & Lowe, 2002) in detecting asset price misalignments.

¹⁶ However, if there arises a role for money in models which, in the first place, try to introduce credit, this would be even a stronger argument for looking at money.
treatning money and credit as perfect substitutes disregards many other important balance sheet items of monetary financial institutions, e.g. net-external assets or longer-term financial liabilities, as highlighted by Nelson (2008). In addition, shadow-banking activity and banks’ off-balance sheet transactions can contribute to an increase in deposits recognised in banks’ balance sheet items but are not necessarily considered as a respective granting of credit (see Bernanke, 2008). Thus, there can be no doubt against Woodford’s (2008, section 2) conclusion that an emphasis on credit (frictions) should not be seen as a sufficient condition for rationalising a useful role of money.

3. New Keynesian models

Before discussing New Keynesian theory in more detail, it seems worth spending one paragraph to support Uhlig (2006) in his attempt to get rid of a fairly common misunderstanding: NK literature and the Monetarist view of a long-run relationship between money and inflation are usually not mutually exclusive. Many researchers working on NK theory do not support the view that money is unimportant to inflation. Actually, Woodford (at the ECB’s 2006 central banking conference, see Reichlin, 2006) as well as Uhlig (2006) state that “we are all Monetarists now”. NK literature, however, frequently doubts that there is a rationale for a prominent role for money in a central bank’s monetary policy strategy.

3.1 The standard NK model and its implications for monetary policy

The above-referred conclusion on money’s irrelevance for monetary policy purposes can be derived from the typical setup of a New Keynesian (NK) model, which is nowadays frequently used in academic circles to address monetary policy-related issues. It is based on a combination of an IS relationship, a Phillips curve as well as a policy rule determining jointly the nominal interest rate, the output gap and the inflation rate (e.g. Clarida et al. 1999). The key friction that gives rise to short-run non-neutralities of money, and the primary concern of monetary policy, is - by
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\[17\] In this paper, we use the terms New Keynesian model and Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) model interchangeably. Doing so is relatively common in the literature. However, strictly speaking, also Real Business Cycle (RBC) models can be interpreted as DSGE models since they are dynamic, stochastic and are dealing with general equilibriums. The only distinguishing feature between RBC and NK (i.e. DSGE) models is that the latter allow for nominal rigidities, while RBC models usually deal with flexible prices (see, e.g., Goodfriend & King, 1997).
assumption - price stickiness, i.e. a nominal rigidity. The central bank is viewed as being able to set a short-term nominal interest rate, and the policy problem is presented as the choice over alternative rules for how this should be done in response to economic conditions. This standard New Keynesian (NK) model in its basic form can be summarized by equations (1) - (3):

$$x_t = -\varphi_i (i_t - E_t \pi_{t+1}) + E_t x_{t+1} + \epsilon_t^x$$

$$\pi_t = \lambda_i x_t + \lambda_x E_t \pi_{t+1} + \epsilon_t^\pi$$

$$i_t = \omega_y + \omega_x x_t + \omega_x E_t \pi_{t+1} + \epsilon_t^i$$

Equation (1) is the IS relation with $x$ the output gap, $i$ the nominal interest rate, $\pi$ the inflation rate and $E$ the (rational) expectation operator. (2) shows the AS relation (or alternatively the Phillips curve) according to which inflation depends positively on the output gap and expected inflation. (3) provides the monetary policy reaction function which closes the model. The $\epsilon$ terms are AD, AS and interest rate shocks, respectively. These three equations determine the three endogenous variables $x$, $\pi$ and $i$. Adding a money demand equation (4) to the above system does not affect the three variables of interest. The money demand function is redundant as it adds one unknown variable, i.e. money, and one equation identifying it to the system. As a consequence, steady-state inflation can be derived without considering money as it is represented by the credible inflation target of the central bank (Woodford, 2008).

Equation (1) is the IS relation with $x$ the output gap, $i$ the nominal interest rate, $\pi$ the inflation rate and $E$ the (rational) expectation operator. (2) shows the AS relation (or alternatively the Phillips curve) according to which inflation depends positively on the output gap and expected inflation. (3) provides the monetary policy reaction function which closes the model. The $\epsilon$ terms are AD, AS and interest rate shocks, respectively. These three equations determine the three endogenous variables $x$, $\pi$ and $i$. Adding a money demand equation (4) to the above system does not affect the three variables of interest. The money demand function is redundant as it adds one unknown variable, i.e. money, and one equation identifying it to the system. As a consequence, steady-state inflation can be derived without considering money as it is represented by the credible inflation target of the central bank (Woodford, 2008).

In fact, (4) just describes how money supply has to adjust in order to balance money demand and money becomes a redundant variable. Causality runs, if at all, from prices to money and not the other way round. In particular, there is no role for money
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18 An alternative strand of the NK literature, investigating the consequences of sticky information for economic developments, was introduced by Mankiw & Reis (2002).

19 It is worth noting that due to observational equivalence, interest rate behaviour following (3) is compatible with very different monetary policy rules including money supply rules; see Minford et al. (2002). Moreover, it is generally accepted that the central bank can (credibly) control (at least narrow) money, whereas (3) suggests that it can control (the whole term structure of) interest rates which is more at odds with common wisdom (see, e.g. Thornton, 2008).

20 This procedure defines away the problem of establishing and maintaining central bank credibility.

21 This conclusion would change if money enters one of the equations (1) - (3), see for an analysis in this direction Canova & Menz (2011). The standard NK model is also capable of describing the behaviour of a central bank steering money supply according to (4). In this case, the “Taylor rule” interest rate equation (3) becomes obsolete.
(shocks) in explaining short-run inflation dynamics, which are according to (2) solely determined by inflation expectations and the output gap. The output gap, in turn, is a function of real marginal costs’ deviation from their steady state level and thus depends on expected output and the real interest rate (e.g. Clarida et al., 1999; Woodford, 2003). Given that there is no role for money in NK models to affect short-run inflation dynamics and that the long-run is simply the sum of all “short runs”, Thornton (2008) concludes that there is no non-trivial role for money in this model even in the long-run.

### 3.2 Money's role for monetary policy transmission and its consequences for the long-term link to inflation

One central assumption in the paragraph above was that steady-state inflation always equals the monetary authority’s credible inflation target. The consequence of this assumption is simple: Any change in the long-term average of inflation is interpreted as a result of a change in the central bank’s desired inflation rate (e.g. Galí, 2002). In addition, the standard NK view implies that the central bank can steer interest rates without considering money demand and supply. Movements in real money balances are driven either by current output – which is (indirectly) determined by the IS relation – or the current short-term interest rate – set by the central bank – if they are not anyway considered as pure noise, i.e. as a money demand shock \( \varepsilon \). Many researchers in NK modelling spent effort on challenging this view that money does not affect inflation, even in the long-run (see, e.g., Nelson, 2008; Ireland, 2004b).\(^{22}\) Nelson (2008) is most explicit about this point. He argues that in monetary economics, the term long-run is generally defined as the conditions prevailing after all prices have fully adjusted to monetary policy actions. This illustrates that price stickiness is a temporary phenomenon only.\(^{23}\) Moreover, monetary policy is thus not able to control the real interest rate permanently. This indeed raises the question how the central bank can determine inflation in the long run, i.e. how it can steer actual inflation to its target rate. As monetary neutrality is assumed to prevail, the relative change of the price level has to be equal to the relative change in the nominal money

\(^{22}\) The simulations within a standard NK model in McCallum & Nelson (2011, ch. 6.2) suggest that the leading indicator property of money growth for inflation is even present at the business cycle frequency.

\(^{23}\) Of course, this is never denied in NK literature. For example, the well-known concept of Calvo pricing (Calvo, 1983) allows some fraction of the population of firms to adjust prices each period. Since in every single period the firms that are allowed to adjust are selected randomly, all firms have adjusted their prices after an (theoretically) infinite period of time.
stock. The latter, in turn, is influenced by the central bank via its monetary policy instruments (e.g. open market operations), even in the long run. Consequently, “reaching the inflation target means a specified quantity of open market operations in the steady state; specifically, open market operations that deliver a steady-state money growth” (Nelson, 2008, p. 1805).

A prominent role for monetary policy transmission can be assigned to the banking system, which is, despite its role for the economy, often disregarded in NK models. However, as soon as one explicitly accounts for financial intermediation in a banking system, a role for money emerges. For instance, Zanetti (2012) shows that augmenting a standard NK model with even a simple banking sector that “produces” deposits households can use to finance consumption results in a significant role of money in the business cycle. This is because money is crucial for households’ intertemporal allocation of consumption. Moreover, introducing banks leaves the deep coefficients of the theoretical framework unchanged and thus avoids that the model becomes subject to the Lucas (1976) critique. Despite these theoretical advances, Zanetti admits that the omission of money in his model hardly changes the variables’ reaction to shocks, raising doubts against money’s significance for the modelled transmission mechanism.

Matsuoka (2011), too, investigates optimal monetary policy in an overlapping generations setting that comprises a banking sector to provide liquidity. In his model, a transactions role of money emerges due to spatial separation and limited communication among economic agents. His optimality conditions depend essentially on the competitive structure of the banking system. For instance, in a monopolistic banking system the Friedman rule24 can eliminate banks’ monopoly power – and thus the inefficiencies related to it – that emerges in a monopolistic environment under positive nominal interest rates. As a result, monetary policy should not only pay attention to the development of money, but must also take the institutional environment into consideration when taking its policy decisions. Matsuoka’s results thus ultimately suggest that the importance of money in the conduct of monetary
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24 “Our final rule for the optimum quantity of money is that it will be attained by a rate of price deflation that makes the nominal rate of interest equal to zero.” Friedman (2006), p. 34.
policy might vary among countries, governed by, inter alia, the structure of the banking system.

Goodfriend (2005) also investigates the transmission of monetary policy decisions. His model puts particular emphasis on the role of a broad monetary aggregate (including bank deposits) amid the interaction of supply and demand for (broad) money, loan production, asset markets and possible arbitrage between banking services and asset markets. Therein, households demand deposits to hedge against liquidity risk (which is caused by the timing structure of income flows and households’ consumption decisions). Deposits, in turn, originate from collateralised loans, which are produced by banks due to their (risk) management competency. This gives rise to an external finance premium as part of the interest rate for loans to households. The external finance premium, for its part, is governed by households’ volume of borrowing relative to collateral. Via a no-arbitrage condition, the interest rate on bank loans (and hence the external finance premium) is linked to the interbank interest rate in particular and the cost of loanable funds in general. The distinguishing feature of Goodfriend’s approach is the simultaneous determination of the price of consumption goods and the management effort in banks’ loan production. Goodfriend (2005) concludes that the central bank, targeting an interbank interest rate in order to maintain price stability, has to take into account the broad liquidity conditions in the economy, which are, inter alia, reflected in money.

One obvious question arising from the Goodfriend (2005) model that also touches the implications of the standard NK model is the issue of the central bank’s ability to steer interest rates. As mentioned earlier, there can be reasonable doubts about the view that a central bank can steer the whole term structure of interest rates at its own and direct discretion. In fact, central banks can expand or limit the volume of liquidity they provide to their counterparts and can – more or less explicitly – determine commercial banks’ costs of refinancing at the central bank. By doing so, they initiate a complex process of changes in relative (asset) prices and yields. The ultimate effects of the

---

25 A role for a broad monetary aggregate in inflationary processes is also found in Canzoneri et al. (2008) by introducing financial frictions and financial intermediaries in a NK framework. Interestingly, there is no role for a narrow monetary aggregate in this respect. The reason is that the money demand relationship in their model plays an active part in determining households’ and banks’ demand for various assets and that innovations in broad aggregates contain information about the most important underlying shocks to productivity and government spending.
central bank’s decision for banks’ market-based refinancing costs are, therefore, rather indirect and depend on numerous factors beyond the direct control of the central bank, as experienced in particular during the financial market tensions since August 2007. For similar reasons, one might also raise doubts on the ease a central bank is able to ensure the required quantity of open market operations to deliver steady-state money growth. Participation in open market operations is voluntary in both a benchmark-allotment and – even more so – a full-allotment regime. For example, consider a benchmark-allotment regime where banks grant credit, resulting in an increase in deposits. Due to an expansion of the minimum-reserve requirement as a result of the increase in deposits, the central bank has to expand its benchmark allotment. Of course, it can still vary the policy rate later, but this is not the issue here. The example is just to clarify that even the benchmark-allotment is not in the central bank’s own discretion. However, these reservations refer to short-run effects of monetary policy rather than the long-run, i.e. steady-state considerations. Thus, they apply also to the short-term dictum of the NK literature.

Another aspect that should not be underestimated in this context is central banks’ ability to anchor inflation expectations, which are, as highlighted in the policy rule (3), essential in NK models. Christiano et al. (2008) explicitly address this issue. In their view, even if a monetary policy reaction function like (3) might be able to stabilise inflation expectations in NK models, it might not do so in any circumstances due to the uncertainty regarding the true data-generating process. Nevertheless, as they argue, the central bank’s credible commitment to monitor and steer non-borrowed reserves (i.e. money supply) is helpful in stabilising inflation expectations in case money evolves not in line with fundamentals (Christiano et al., 2008, 33). Money, in this sense, is used as an escape clause strategy for special circumstances. Such a strategy works if the central bank is able to credibly commit to control money in the case the escape clause is activated. Besides this, the authors look at situations with possible financial market imbalances. They show that cautious and forward-

---

26 For example, despite the ECB’s Governing Council leaving the interest rate on its main refinancing operations unchanged between May 2009 and April 2011 at 1.00%, volatility of the overnight interbank benchmark interest rate EONIA (European Overnight Interest Average) hiked significantly between July 2010 and September 2011. This documents retrenched control of the interbank interest rate that is considered the starting point of the monetary policy transmission process in the euro area.
looking monetary policy which gets restrictive in case of strong credit (money) growth will attenuate boom-bust-cycles in financial markets.

Lastly, Christiano & Rostagno (2001) review different ways how monetary policy characterized by (3) might increase macroeconomic volatility. In their examples, a modification of (3) according to which the central bank monitors money growth as well as its commitment to abandon (3) in favour of a money-rule in case money growth left a pre-defined corridor is optimal. A similar reasoning is presented by Minford & Srinivasan (2010) who argue that NK models should explicitly take money demand and money supply issues into account and formulate a terminal condition for its money supply behaviour. This is necessary to avoid indeterminacy of inflationary processes because the NK argument that agents would not choose a path of hyperinflation due to its disastrous consequences is not credible and does not rule out such equilibrium.\(^27\) Only money provides the central bank with a tool to formulate such a terminal condition and thus an instrument to credibly anchor inflation expectations and rule out bubbles (see also Bafoussia et al, 2011, Brückner & Schabert, 2006; Cochrane, 2007a, b; Feldkord, 2005).\(^28\) Atkeson et al. (2009) show that determinacy can be re-established by employing sophisticated monetary policy rules where the monetary authority switches from an interest rate rule to a money growth rule.\(^29\)

### 3.3 Incorporating money into NK theory

As argued above, there are some suitable reservations against the view that there is no role for money for economic developments in general and monetary policy in particular. Consequently, numerous researchers tried to incorporate money into their theoretical Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) models (which are built on the basis of NK theory) by including money directly into the utility- or production function of their agents or firms. Therefore, the resulting models are called *money-in-

---

\(^{27}\) Determinacy is less of a problem if the equilibrium is learnable. However, it is well known that non-activist interest rate rules \((\omega_\pi < 1)\) like (3) do not give rise to any learnable rational expectations equilibrium as the Taylor principle is violated (e.g. Woodford, 2003, 261ff.). In this sense, a non-activist money growth rule (i.e. constant money growth rate) is preferable as it guarantees a single non-explosive solution that is learnable (McCallum & Nelson, 2011, ch. 8.2). In this rational expectation equilibrium inflation equals money growth after taking advances in payments technology and financial innovation into account.

\(^{28}\) The latter paper is of particular interest as it considers a broad monetary aggregate.

\(^{29}\) Atkeson et al. (2009) define “sophisticated policy rules” to be dependent on past private actions.
the-utility-function (MIU) (see e.g. Woodford, 2003, ch. 2) or money-in-the-production-function models (see e.g. Canova & Menz, 2011).\(^{30}\)

The ultimate conviction of MIU models is that holding money itself yields direct or indirect utility for economic agents. Consequently, money appears in the household’s utility function \(u(.).\) In the basic theoretical set-up, households are assumed to be infinitely-lived and aim at maximising their expected lifetime-utility of the form

\[
E_0 \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \beta^t u(c_t, m_t) \right],
\]

where \(0 < \beta < 1\) is the discount factor representing impatience, \(E\) is the expectation operator and the per-period utility depends positively on consumption \(c\) and real balances \(m = M/P\). The way money affects the consumption path crucially depends on the assumption made about \(u_{cm}\).

If \(u(.)\) is additively separable between its arguments \(c\) and \(m\), the marginal utility of consumption would be independent of real balances. There would be no real balance effect beyond the fact that money enters the utility function. In contrast, if \(u(.)\) is assumed to be non-separable across its arguments \(c\) and \(m\), there indeed arises a role for money since real balances enter the model’s IS and Phillips curve, as shown in Woodford (2003), Ireland (2004) and Andrés et al. (2006), among others. Andrés et al. (2009), Canova & Menz (2011) and Castelnuovo (2012) bring these models to the data. In doing so, Andrés et al (2009) find evidence for the forward-looking character of money demand and for its value in identifying variations in the natural rate of

---

\(^{30}\) Holman (1998) postulates that money-in-the-utility-function models allow for transactions as well as precautionary and store-of-value motives for holding money. Another common strand of the literature is the so-called cash-in-advance (CIA) approach. Its fundamental idea is that financing certain types of transactions necessitates holding money balances. However, Feenstra (1986) has shown that the CIA model is a special case of the MIU approach. In addition, Wallace (2011) criticises that the CIA approach, or generally models with asset-specific transaction-costs, do not allow to analyse alternative ways of achieving specific distributions of assets among agents in the economy. Therefore, in what follows, we concentrate on MIU models. The MIU approach found further motivations in the context of shopping time models (see e.g. Bakhshi et al., 2002), which stated that money holdings allow economic agents to reduce shopping and transactions time. Croushore (1993) shows that MIU and shopping time models are functionally equivalent. Bhattacharjee & Thoenissen (2007) compare the CIA and the MIU methods of motivating money in New Keynesian DSGE models together with (3) and an alternative money growth rule. They find that the CIA model closed by a money growth rule comes closest to the data. McCallum (2000) presents a reduced form shorthand of all these analyses by introducing a transactions cost function, which reflects the transaction-facilitating properties of money, in the per-period budget constraint. Another approach to rationalize money’s role as a medium of exchange (and store of value) in a world with trading frictions would be overlapping generations models (Champ et al., 2011).
interest and the real-interest rate gap. In addition, Castelnuovo (2012) estimates a structural DSGE monetary model of the business cycle for the US economy in which money is allowed, but not necessarily required, to play a relevant role. In his model, money may exert an influence via non-separability, direct (via portfolio adjustment costs) effects and / or the impact of policy-maker's systematic reaction to monetary developments. Castelnuovo finds that money, as measured via M2 (M1 plus savings deposits, including money market deposit accounts, small-denomination time deposits and shares in retail money market mutual funds), plays a significant role in shaping the US business cycle, even though its significance is time-varying. The effects are first and foremost stemming from non-separability and from policy-makers’ systematic reaction to monetary developments. At the same time, this result is not confirmed for the monetary base (see section 3.7 and 3.8 as well as the conclusions).

Benchimol & Fourçans (2012) also provide a model based on non-separable utility to particularly investigate the link between risk-aversion and money demand highlighted already in Friedman (1956). Accordingly, agents’ money demand should pick-up with risk-aversion in order to cope with uncertainty and to optimise the intertemporal allocation of consumption. Indeed, Benchimol & Fourçans (2012) find evidence for money’s role in determining output (fluctuations) for high-levels of risk-aversion. Consequently, risk-aversion potentially affects money’s impact on relative prices in goods as well as financial markets and could hence find expression in aggregate demand and output. (These results may thus provide some intuition for M1’s good leading properties for GDP growth (see for the euro area Brand et al, 2004). In addition, Benchimol & Fourçans (2012) argue that the role of money for macroeconomic dynamics is usually masked in standard NK models’ endogenous inertia regarding output (via consumption habits) and inflation (via price indexation). In fact, output and inflation seem to be more forward looking than implied by these inertial components, providing another conduit for money to affect economic outcomes.

---

31 Canova & Menz (2011) also provide evidence on the time-varying character of the impact of money on economic developments.

32 Another way to introduce money in DSGE models would be to substitute the monetary policy reaction function (3) with a money rule. Christiano et al. (2003) show that if such a rule had been in place, the Great Depression would have been relatively mild.
Apart from the discussion about (non-)separability of utility, Woodford’s (1998, 2003 ch. 2.3.4) case of a "cashless limiting economy" does also controvert the impact of money on economic developments. In his model, agents need money to finance transactions, but the volume of money that is actually used for transactions tends to zero due to innovations in financial markets and payment systems. Consequently, the velocity of money approaches infinity, resulting in households’ holdings of real balances falling to zero. Not surprisingly, marginal utility of additional real balances becomes large in such an environment, so it is possible to arrive at an equilibrium exhibiting a non-trivial interest-rate differential between monetary and non-monetary assets and thus significant opportunity costs of holding money. At the same time, variations in the stock of money hardly have any effects on the marginal utility of consumption as money becomes increasingly unimportant for transactions, resulting in an equilibrium outcome with real balances being very small relative to national income. The underlying idea of this view is that in such an economy money is used for transactions of only a very few kinds, though it is essential for those.

The assessment whether or not the assumptions of separability of the utility-function or that of a cashless-limit environment are relevant and quantitatively important is ultimately an empirical question. However, even on theoretical grounds, both of these assumptions seem questionable. For instance, currency certainly provides valuable services to consumers which may stem from its anonymity or from the fact that transactions can be conducted via money without knowledge of individual histories (imperfect monitoring), imperfect recognisability or costly connections among people (Wallace, 2011). Against this background, McCallum (2000, 2001, 2002) strongly argues that there is no compelling theoretical basis for the assumption of separability of the utility function. Moreover, as Ireland (2004b) states, introducing real balances into a forward-looking IS curve necessarily requires introducing real balances into a forward-looking Phillips curve. By doing so, Barthélémy et al. (2008) achieve a direct effect of money on output and inflation and find a non-trivial role for money in the business cycle.

---

\(^{33}\) See part 4 below for a detailed discussion of the related New Monetarist view to money’s role in the economy.
3.4 The information channel of money

A number of NK models, summarised by the term information channel literature, (see Beck & Wieland, 2007, 2008; Coenen et al., 2005) assign money a prominent role for monetary policy due to its leading indicator property for the underlying state of the economy. Within this strand of literature, one can further distinguish between models arguing via money’s informational content regarding (potential) output or the natural rate of interest, while other models focus on the information money provides for asset price developments.

3.4.1 Money as an indicator to improve perceptions of output and interest rates

As regards money’s informational content with respect to the mitigation of problems arising from misperceptions of either the level of output or the real interest rate, Coenen et al. (2005) refer to money’s leading indicator property amid data revisions. According to their results, money can significantly improve the precision of output estimates since aggregate money demand is governed by the true level of aggregate demand whereas the central bank can observe only a noisy measure of aggregate output. In such an environment, however, a useful indicator property of money necessitates (i) a lower variance of money demand shocks compared to that of output mismeasurements and (ii) a relatively close contemporaneous link between money and aggregate demand. However, Coenen et al. (2005) have to admit that the latter of these two pre-requisites seems to be hardly fulfilled in the euro area.

The role of money in dealing with uncertainty is also highlighted in Scharnagl et al. (2010) in an extension of the analysis of simple monetary policy rules to the case where policy-makers face measurement problems with respect to both actual and potential output. They change the standard NK model (1) - (3) by including a money demand function (which depends on actual output) and realistic degrees of output gap uncertainty. With these simple modifications they find that a speed-limit rule which includes an additional response to money growth outperforms both the standard speed-limit rule and more conventional Taylor rules (with and without money) once
they account for output gap uncertainty. The main reasons for the welfare gain are that money growth contains information on current output growth and that data on the euro area money stock are subject to only negligible measurement errors. Beck & Wieland (2007, 2008), too, allow for persistent central bank misperceptions regarding potential output. They show that under this assumption, cross-checking the optimal (discretionary) policy response derived from NK models with money-based estimates of trend inflation generates substantial stabilisation benefits (see also Arestis et al., 2010). Having said this, these results might be subject to criticism regarding the assumption of the persistence of the central bank’s misperception of potential output, in particular against the backdrop of academic advances in nowcasting macroeconomic variables (see Evans, 2005, among others). However, Beck & Wieland actually base their assumption on a couple of studies supporting their view of relatively long-lasting misperceptions (see, e.g., Orphanides, 2003; Gerberding et al., 2005).

3.4.2 Money as an instrument to improve the understanding of asset price fluctuations

A second strand within the information channel literature refers to money being a good proxy for a whole set of asset price developments which are not well captured by short-term interest rates alone. Therefore, NK models and many other theoretical approaches tend to understate the value of money as an indicator for monetary policy due to recognising an insufficient number of distinct assets by presuming perfect substitutability between non-monetary assets. Nelson (2002, 2003) presents an alternative theoretical framework. Therein, money is important to aggregate demand because of its leading indicator property for various substitution effects among asset prices – which, in turn, matter for aggregate demand - triggered by monetary policy decisions.

34 In their approach, performance of different interest rate rules is measured by a commonly used central bank loss function (e.g. Rudebusch & Svensson, 1999; Ehrmann & Smets, 2003; Coenen et al., 2005) which aims at minimising the variances of inflation around its target, of the output gap and interest rate changes, respectively.

35 As a side benefit, monetary policy responding to monetary developments automatically introduces inertia and history-dependence into the policy rule (Gerberding et al., 2009; Söderström, 2005), both of which are robustness characteristics of forward-looking models to stabilise inflation expectations, as demonstrated in Woodford (2003, ch. 8).

36 At the same time, one has to admit that the view that money contains information on the output gap might be somewhat too narrow. In fact, money can be perceived as a timely indicator for a broad set of macroeconomic developments.
Kajanoja (2003) supports the benefits of this leading indicator property of money, in particular when money-demand is forward-looking, because it enables policy-makers to learn faster about the various shocks the economy is exposed to.\textsuperscript{37} This is because the growth rate of real balances, being affected by the nominal interest rate steered by the monetary authority, contains information about the real interest rate and the economy’s potential output. The distinguishing feature of this approach is the \textit{forward-looking} money demand function, since in a static money demand framework all information about the natural rate of output is already contained in current output and the nominal interest rate.

The forward-looking character of money demand was empirically confirmed by Andrés et al. (2009) for MIU models with non-separable utility and for CIA models. Thus, there is evidence that real money balances are valuable for anticipating future variations in the natural real interest rate, which are otherwise difficult to gauge. This is because real balances, given income and nominal interest rates, reflect agents’ portfolio adjustments in response to aggregate demand and / or technology shocks to which they are exposed to.\textsuperscript{38} Ullersma et al. (2006) also augment a standard NK model with the idea of money being a proxy for the yields of different assets which matter for aggregate demand (in addition to the real balance effect), but cannot be incorporated into the model. Welfare gains are achieved if the monetary authority takes money growth explicitly into account when setting interest rates, because doing so allows an assessment of the resulting developments in asset prices that are relevant for aggregate demand and thus for inflation. Furthermore, since money reveals information on determinants of aggregate demand beyond the short-term interest rate, it leads to a better estimation of the natural real interest rate. Hence, considering money enables the central bank to improve its understanding of the transmission process of its own interest rate decision.

In a similar vein, McCallum & Nelson (2011, 144) present historical evidence for the general idea that money reveals fluctuations in variables, which are hard to be observed directly, but nevertheless matter for future aggregate demand – in particular

\textsuperscript{37} Output shocks, inflation shocks and interest rate shocks are considered in his model. Kajanoja (2003) derives the forward-looking money demand function within a model based on portfolio adjustment costs for real balances.

\textsuperscript{38} Further empirical support for this outcome is provided in Nelson (2002).
the natural rate of interest. Moreover, an assessment of the monetary policy stance is more reliable when it takes monetary aggregates into account instead of focusing solely on interest rates. For instance, Tödter (2002) shows that money can be interpreted as being a “summary statistic” of different shocks hitting the economy (the $\varepsilon_i$'s in (1) - (4)), even though money does not allow to identify the respective individual shocks $\varepsilon_i$.

4. New Monetarist Economics

What’s so new with the New Monetarists (NM)? In fact, both “Old” and “New” Monetarist models stress the importance of money in economic life and are most concerned with welfare aspects, that makes them being focused on rather long-run issues. Apart from that, the two approaches have hardly anything in common. For example, the conclusions of the NM literature are grounded in formal and micro-founded economic theory, while the traditional approach was based on rather ad-hoc assumptions. From an environmental design perspective, one of the most important distinguishing features of NM models is that they explicitly take the role of financial intermediaries and their interactions with the central bank into account.

Like NK models, the NM literature also highlights the importance of economic frictions. However, the differences are in the details. For example, frictions in NM theory are modelled explicitly and are not based on assumptions as is common in NK models. Additionally, the kinds of restrictions for the economic optimisation process are different. In contrast to NK, NM does not concentrate on sticky wages, sticky prices or sticky information as the essential frictions in the economy. Rather, imperfect monitoring amid limited commitment and asymmetric information about

---

39 The term “New Monetarist Economics” is introduced in Williamson & Wright (2011). It has close connections to the “mechanism-design approach to monetary theory”, as used in Wallace (2011). A textbook treatment of different aspects of NM ideas can be found in Nosal & Rocheteau (2011).

40 An introduction to New Monetarist models, including a comparison between the “Old” and “New” Monetarist literature is provided in Williamson & Wright (2011, p. 271 ff.).

41 As a consequence, NM models realise that banks perform a socially beneficial function in transforming illiquid assets into liquid liabilities and helping to reduce asymmetric information problems and transaction costs. Thus, they frequently conclude that reserve requirements of 100%, as previously urged by Old Monetarists, inefficiently preclude this activity. Furthermore, as New Monetarist models explicitly account for the exchange process, they are especially suited to study payments and settlement systems like TARGET 2 or Fedwire.

42 See for recent overviews of NM models Williamson & Wright (2010, 2011).
both a counterpart’s credit standing and the traded good’s features and quality are in the approach’s centre of interest. This has far-reaching consequences as money now actually is the key to ameliorate frictions. Consequently, the NM approach is able to show that that spatial separation per se is not the critical friction making money essential.\footnote{Matsuoka (2011) concludes that a transactions role for money emerges due to spatial separation and limited communication in an overlapping generations (OLG) environment.}

The fundamental idea behind that view is that money helps to resolve the double-coincidence-of-wants problem in an environment subject to the above-mentioned restrictions to economic optimisation.\footnote{The double-coincidence-of-wants problem arises whenever two agents meet for a transaction and only one of them can offer an asset or good his counterparty is interested in. In this circumstance (so-called “single-coincidence meeting, Williamson & Wright, 2011), direct barter is not possible, so trading against a medium-of-exchange, that is usually interpreted to be “money”, can facilitate trade.} As regards imperfect monitoring amid limited commitment this is because money can serve as a kind of memory (Kocherlakota, 1998).\footnote{In this context, limited or no commitment is parsed as agents’ lack of agreement on a particular allocation of resources (Kocherlakota, 1998). If there are several potential suppliers of money, an efficient solution can once again only guaranteed by the existence of trust, not by competition alone. Therefore, Marimon et al. (2012) call money an experience good.} In other words, money can be used as evidence of an agent’s actions in the past, weakening his incentives to cheat (Wallace, 2011). Thus, imperfect monitoring implies incomplete record-keeping that ultimately gives rise to asymmetric information about the history of transactions.\footnote{Asymmetric information is also an issue when it comes to the features and quality of the goods to be traded. This issue is frequently discussed under the term “imperfect recognisability” (Wallace, 2011).} To put it differently, imperfect monitoring results in uncertainty regarding an agent’s credit standing. In the extreme case of no monitoring at all, all transactions should thus be conducted via money. Thus, money comes into play via incomplete memory, which is traditionally formalised by assuming anonymous agents in NM models. At the same time, conditions for credit are best in an environment in which there is full monitoring. Consequently, if one aims at modelling money and credit simultaneously, it is necessary to limit monitoring sufficiently to make a case for money, while leaving its level adequately high to enable credit.

From a methodological point of view, NM models share in common a search-based structure. Though varying in their theoretical details, they frequently conclude that a
shortage of a medium of exchange is costly because trades do not occur that actually would be welfare-improving (Williamson & Wright, 2011). For illustrative purposes, imagine a very simple economy with a worthless object which may be stored in units $m \in \{0, 1\}$. For the sake of simplicity, let us call this object “money”, even though doing so is not fully in line with the usual definitions of money employed in central banks. Next, assume that whenever two agents meet, each of them is endowed with “money” (i.e. $m=1$) with probability $p$. Consequently, the probability of someone not having money at his disposal (i.e. $m=0$) is $1-p$. If we define $V_m$ to be the payoff of an agent with these endowments of “money”, the payoff $V_0$ is given by

$$V_0 = \beta V_0 + \alpha \delta (U - C) + \alpha \sigma p \max \phi [-C + \beta (V_1 - V_0)],$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

where $\beta$ is a discount factor accounting for agents’ impatience, $U$ is utility obtained from consuming a not self-produced good and $C$ represents the cost of producing goods. The parameter $\alpha$ describes the probability that two agents meet while $\delta$ gives the probability that both of them like what their counterpart produces (so-called “double-coincidence meeting”). By contrast, $\sigma$ is the probability that only one of the two agents is willing to transact, whereas the other is not (so-called “single-coincidence meeting”). In this case, $\phi$ is the probability that the one not endowed with “money” actually agrees to sell his good for “money”.

In case the agent is endowed with money $(m=1)$, the payoff $V_1$ is given by

$$V_1 = \beta V_1 + \alpha \delta (U - C) + \alpha \sigma (1 - p) \phi [U + \beta (V_0 - V_1)],$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

where $\phi$ is the probability that the agent's money offered in a single-coincidence meetings is accepted. Equations (6) and (7) show that as long as a double-coincidence meeting takes place, agents have always the option to barter. In this case, there is no role for money left. However, as soon as one of the two agents is not interested in the good his counterpart produces, money provides the opportunity to trade for money (as captured by the third term in the respective equations). As a result, money enables transactions in single-coincidence meetings, which would not have occurred without money.

---

47 If $m$ is used as a medium of exchange, it is by definition fiat money (Wallace, 1980).

48 $C$ may alternatively be interpreted as the opportunity cost of forgoing one good with utility $C$ in exchange for another good with utility $U$. 
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More formally, in a system like the one described here an equilibrium is defined as a set \{φ, V_0, V_1\} which satisfies (6) and (7) combined with a so-called best response condition (i.e. maximised value of φ given φ). There is a monetary equilibrium φ = 1, if and only if C is not too high.⁴⁹ This equilibrium is superior to barter and it is robust. However, it can be shown that it does not as well as perfect credit (Williamson & Wright, 2011, 34). Thus, money is not a perfect substitute for credit. Nevertheless, the intrinsically worthless asset m has a positive value in monetary equilibriums as a medium of exchange or due to its liquidity. The money demand function inherent in these models is well-defined and fairly standard. It specifies real balances proportional to income and the proportionality factor to depend negatively on the interest rate (Williamson & Wright, 2011, 46).

As an interim result, we notice that NM theory provides a rationale for both the existence of money and credit – a fundamental advance in rationalising the potential usefulness of money for monetary policy purposes. However, from a monetary policy perspective, some questions yet remain: What are the costs of inflation implied in NM models? What assets do actually exhibit the features of “money”? And should monetary policy makers care about money when they aim at maintaining price stability?

Some intuitive answers to these questions can be directly obtained from equations (6) and (7). For example, whenever high (anticipated) inflation rates result in a loss of money’s medium-of-exchange feature, welfare (measured via the value function V_m) in the NM model will decline as the parameter φ shrinks. In addition, inflation is likely to increase the cost of production (C), which does also decrease V_m.

In order to address these questions in more detail, it seems reasonable to investigate a different NM model which is able to directly account for inflation. The simple environment used above is not capable of doing so since every trade involves a one-for-one swap. The following more advanced model is presented in Williamson & Wright (2010) and refers to the approaches introduced by Shi (1995) and Trejos & Wright (1995). The fundamental difference between this approach and the simple model above is that goods are now divisible and every producer has to decide about

⁴⁹ In contrast, φ = 0 is also a possible equilibrium outcome which directs attention to possible instabilities of fiat money systems.
the quantity $x$ he produces to sell it to an agent who is endowed with money (in the simplest case, direct barter is – by assumption – excluded). By conceiving this single-coincidence meeting as a non-cooperative bargaining game, $x$ can be determined via the generalised Nash bargaining solution$^{50}$

$$\text{max}_x \left[ u(x) + \beta V_0 - \beta V_1 \right]^\theta \left[ -c(x) + \beta V_0 - \beta V_1 \right]^{1-\theta}, \quad (8)$$

with $\theta$ being the bargaining power of the consumer. Williamson & Wright (2010) show that in this environment the price level increases with the number of consumers. Leaving distributional considerations aside, this implies that the price level co-varies positively with money. In fact, policy makers can either target money growth, the inflation rate or the nominal interest rate which all are equivalent in this model. At the same time, in the stochastic version of the model, many paths of monetary developments can be consistent with a specific level of interest rates. Lastly, NM models find that the costs of (both anticipated and unanticipated) inflation, which in NM models are due to intertemporal distortions, are much higher than in NK models.

New Monetarists find substantial flaws in New Keynesian ideas (Williamson & Wright, 2010, 269ff.). Their main point of critique is the weak foundation of the assumption of nominal rigidities, in particular price stickiness, in the sense that prices cannot be changed except at times specified rather arbitrarily (e.g. Calvo pricing) or at some menu cost. In these kinds of settings, money does not help resolving the problems, but is often, e.g. in CIA models, the cause of them. In contrast, New Monetarists are convinced that price stickiness should be the endogenous result of a model, not exogenously postulated. In this view, price stickiness is, if at all, a friction of the mechanism (design) and not in the environment (like private information, lack of commitment, imperfect recognisability or incomplete record keeping), as it preferably should be. New Monetarists hence explicitly describe the frictions in the exchange process.

To substantiate the NM convictions, Williamson & Wright (2011, ch. 4) impose price stickiness like in NK models to show that confining monetary policy to the cashless limit case as done in Woodford (2003) is dangerous. The key difference between a

$^{50}$ Alternative solution methods have been employed, too, for example Walrasian price taking (Rocheteau & Wright, 2005), bargaining solutions other than Nash (Aruoba et al., 2007) and price posting with random search (Head et al., 2010), among others. For further references see Williamson & Wright (2010, ch. 4).
model with money and credit and the cashless economy is that the behaviour of prices is tied to the behaviour of the aggregate money stock, in line with the quantity theory of money. Only the model with money provides control over a monetary quantity to the monetary authority. The most important theoretical message of this kind of exercise is to show that if one thinks it is critical to have nominal rigidities in a model, this is not inconsistent with theories that try to be explicit about the exchange process and the role of money or related institutions in that process. Alternatively, Williamson & Wright (2011) use a search model to get nominal rigidities to emerge endogenously. It’s main contribution to the theoretical discussion is that this model delivers monetary neutrality – a characteristic not existent in NK models – and reveals that sticky prices per se do not logically constitute evidence of the non-neutrality of money.51

Turning to the empirical evidence on NM models, there are only few empirical studies available as yet. Those existing usually focus on money’s unique medium-of-exchange function, the natural empirical counterpart of which is a narrow or transactions-related definition of money, like M0 (in particular currency in circulation) or M1. As mentioned in the introductory part, this is quite a strong simplification as it implies perfect controllability of inside money by the central bank. Actually, the money-multiplier governing the transmission from outside to inside money is a function of parameters describing the behaviour of the central bank, the commercial banks and the money-holding sector. It is well known that these parameters are not stable over time. Alternatively, monetary services index numbers could be in the spirit of NM models, since they are derived from first principles. However, not all of the components included in these liquidity-weighted aggregates may be directly used in transactions. Consequently, NM models usually distinguish between currency in circulation and bank liabilities, respectively.

However, referring to Lucas (2000), Williamson & Wright (2010, p. 281) note that a too narrow measure of money would take the theory probably too literally. Since in

51 Aruoba & Schorfheide (2011) develop a DSGE model (see section 2) with a centralised and decentralised market. Activities in the centralised market resemble those in a standard NK economy with price rigidities. The presence of a decentralised market creates an incentive for households to hold money and money’s role as a medium of exchange emerges endogenously. They show that the long-run distortions from monetary frictions may be of similar magnitude as the distortions created by the New Keynesian frictions.
principle almost any asset can exhibit transaction-related features in NM models,\textsuperscript{52} more empirical research is needed to find the best measure for money. The models itself do not favour one aggregation scheme above another, e.g. simple-sum vs. weighted monetary aggregates.

5. Financial Intermediation

As stated earlier, New Monetarist models explicitly take financial intermediation into account. However, this is usually not done by explicitly modelling a banking sector. In the NK literature, there are models with an accentuated banking industry, though these approaches do so in order to investigate the granting of credit rather than analysing the emergence of a special role of money. In a world where risk is important (i.e. certainty equivalence does not hold), where money is broadly defined and where money supply is not perfectly elastic, the banking sector actually plays an active role in the transmission process. The frictions money helps to overcome in financial markets are related to its role in providing liquidity services which, in turn, improve the understanding of the evolution of asset prices (King, 2002). This is where financial intermediaries as suppliers of (inside) money come into play. As a consequence, as long as theoretical models do not account for a banking system to explicitly consider both credit and money, they will hardly be able to assign a non-trivial role to money and will thus lack theoretical content.

Indeed, Zanetti (2012) shows that augmenting a standard NK model even with a simple banking sector in order to introduce deposits that households can use to finance consumption results in a significant role of money in the business cycle (see section 3 above). Moreover, financial intermediation becomes relevant for monetary policy purposes via the link between price stability and financial stability. This is

\textsuperscript{52} “Note as well that theory provides no particular rationale for adding up certain public and private liabilities (in this case currency and bank deposits), calling the sum money, and attaching some special significance to it. Indeed, there are equilibria in the model where currency and bank deposits are both used in some of the same transactions, both bear the same rate of return, and the stocks of both turn over once each period. (…) But what the model tells us is that public and private liquidity play quite different roles. (…) We see no real purpose in drawing some boundary between one set of assets and another, and calling members of one set money.” (Williamson & Wright, 2010, 294). Consequently, the NM view is not necessarily in contrast to the NK conviction that a central bank does not need to monitor monetary developments, as agents’ habits to transact can change that quickly that whatever definition of a monetary aggregate will not be able to explain inflationary processes (Woodford, 1998).
because financial intermediaries are key players in the monetary transmission process; they create inside money (issue demand deposits) and may stabilise or destabilise financial markets via their daily business. This link is well-elaborated in Brunnermeier & Sannikov (2011), introducing a modern approach called the "I Theory of Money" which combines intermediation and inside money. It highlights the role of money as a store of value, liquidity buffer or insurance device instead of its transactions feature. In contrast to NK models, prices are fully flexible in their model – a feature potentially subject to criticism – and households are assumed to be heterogenous. In such an environment, financial intermediaries can mitigate or even overcome financial frictions like asymmetric information. However, the intermediation process involves risks which give rise to two possible equilibrium outcomes (see also Brunnermeier et al., 2011). In the first equilibrium, the financial sector is well capitalised and banks create a large quantity of inside money by lending freely. Outside money is not really needed and hence has low value as agents have alternative ways to undertake transactions and hold money for precautionary reasons. They can hold deposits with intermediaries or purchase securities from non-financial corporations. Banks are mainly funded by deposits that emerge from intermediaries’ lending activity. In such an environment, a negative aggregate shock can shrink financial institutions' net assets and is hence capable of impairing their intermediation activity and the creation of inside money. Due to growing risk and uncertainty, precautionary money demand increases, leading to an increasing value of outside money. This, in turn, leads to a collapse of the (endogenous) money multiplier and thus ultimately to deflation (as in the early monetarist literature). Monetary policy can mitigate these adverse effects by redistributing money towards the financial sector (ex-post).  

In this sense, money, liquidity and financial frictions are inter-related. With financial frictions, a temporary adverse shock may be highly persistent, possibly generates amplification effects through intermediaries' balance sheets (e.g. negative liquidity spirals) and lead to instability of financial markets. In anticipation of potential adverse shocks, the demand for liquid assets (i.e. money) of market participants for precautionary reasons will rise. This holds particularly true for monetary and non-

\footnote{However, by reducing losses that financial intermediaries are exposed to, such a policy creates moral hazard problems ex-ante.}
monetary financial intermediaries. The higher the degree of liquidity or “moneyness” of assets, the better this liquidity buffer is. The essential distinction within the I-Theory is between inside and outside money which are only imperfect substitutes for each other.\textsuperscript{54}

Besides the direct link between money and price stability highlighted in the NM literature, the I-Theory of Money – despite its flaws stemming from its recency – thus illustrates the significance of monetary developments for price stability also via a channel concerned with financial stability issues. It is, to our knowledge, the first approach that links these aspects in such an elaborated way. Alternative approaches frequently highlight the importance of money and financial intermediation for macro-prudential issues, but do not take another step forward to relate it to price stability.

For example, Adrian & Shin (2011) present a New Keynesian DSGE model in which they highlight financial intermediaries' role in determining the price of risk. As these expand their balance sheets, their risk-bearing capacity increases and risk premiums fall. Thus, balance sheet quantities (e.g. money on the liability side) are indicators of the risk taking capacity of the whole financial intermediaries sector, the profitability of their projects (e.g. credit) as well as real activity. The broader the concept of money, the better is this indicator property. However, there are important differences between the various financial intermediaries and their respective balance sheet quantities. First, the information provided by institutions that are marking-to-market their balance sheet is of superior quality. Second, the more market-based a financial system is, the more marketable instruments are useful with regard to this risk taking channel.

In a similar vein, Shin & Shin (2011) examine to what extent monetary aggregates can serve as an indicator of the stage of the financial cycle (for macroprudential reasons), which is reflected in the composition of the liabilities of the banking sector. However, the traditional classification of money according to the "moneyness" (or ease of settlement) of its components is not very well suited in this respect. The more relevant distinction, according to Shin & Shin (2011), is that between core and non-core liabilities of the banking system. The core liabilities of a financial institution are its

\textsuperscript{54} Indeed, the proponents of this theory are of the opinion that it is difficult to measure M1-M3 in a meaningful way.
liabilities to non-MFI domestic creditors (mostly in the form of deposits to households). Consequently, the non-core liabilities consist either of liabilities to another financial institution or of liabilities against a foreign creditor.\textsuperscript{55} In a boom with high credit growth, retail deposits (core liabilities) are usually not sufficient to fund the increase in bank credit. Therefore, other sources of funding must be attracted to fund the expansion in lending. Consequently, either transaction volumes in interbank lending markets increase or financial intermediaries’ foreign liabilities extend. In this way, there are close links between procyclicality, systemic risk and the amount of non-core liabilities of financial intermediaries. Usually, non-core liabilities have shorter maturity than other liabilities and lengthen the intermediation chains.\textsuperscript{56}

In this context, it seems appropriate to raise the question on banks’ input factors and their respective actual output. Usually, theory regards deposits as input factors and credit as their output (see for recent examples Shin & Shin, 2011; Adrian & Shin, 2011). In fact, this view reflects banks’ term transformation, but it neglects its risk management function. Thus, the view that banks are using (more or less) risky credit as an input factor to produce – by adding their risk management techniques – riskless deposit opportunities seems to be more appropriate today. At the bottom-line, this view explains the co-existence of banks and exchanges, as exchanges do also provide term transformation when assets are fungible, while they cannot provide risk management services. This is important because banks, compared to financial markets, have an information advantage when it comes to granting credit to a debtor due to their close monitoring and experiences they made during long-lasting business-relationships. This holds particularly true for the small savings and cooperative banks. Banks are hence able to reduce information asymmetries between debtors and creditors. The view that credit and (broad) money are the same thus cannot hold under any circumstances. Modelling money in our understanding thus necessitates introducing information asymmetries in order to account for a realistic role of the banking sector and thus to find a role for money.

\textsuperscript{55} In this respect, the approach introduced by Shin & Shin (2011) is somewhat grounded in deliberations similar to those of the Basel III regulatory framework, that considers a stable funding ratio.

\textsuperscript{56} The concrete definition used for practical purposes depends on the financial structure of the economy.
The most severe shortcoming of models dealing with macro-prudential issues is that they are by construction concerned with downside-risks to price stability rather than with a balanced assessment of the risk of deviating from the preferred inflation rate in any direction. For instance, financial stability concerns regarding a provision of liquidity too low are that it can cause a credit curtailment to the real economy, triggering a recession that might ultimately result in deflation. Alternatively, a provision of liquidity too high, from a financial stability perspective, might bear the risk of an asset price bubble, the burst of which can have analogous consequences via the necessary balance sheet adjustments of financial intermediaries in general and the banking industry in particular. Thus, in these theories, the analysis of monetary developments provides useful information from a financial stability point of view, but its applicability for monetary policy purposes is by far broader.

6. Summary and Conclusions

Regarding the question of what standard modern macro-models regard as "money" it seems that the distinct feature of money is that it is used as a medium of exchange and is (usually) non-interest bearing. This view differs quite significantly from the definition of money that is commonly used in monetary policy practice in many central banks. There, money is often defined as containing also interest-bearing instruments. This discrepancy in the definitions of money in theory and practice poses the empirical question on which monetary components actually represent money and contain valuable information for monetary policy to safeguard price stability and – as a side benefit – financial stability. Of course, the most valuable definition of money must not necessarily coincide with that of M1, M2 or M3 – even more so as these definitions vary among different currency areas. Thus, there is a need for a periodical review of the definition of money against the backdrop of both latest theoretical advances and practical necessities. As regards the former, theory was increasingly successful in finding a non-trivial role for money in the economy lately (despite the criticism of the standard New Keynesian framework), although many theories still mainly emphasise money's role as a medium-of-exchange or suffer from other theoretical and / or empirical shortcoming (see the discussion above). Regarding the latter, the definition of money must be kept up-to-date in order to account for latest financial innovations, which are usually not considered in theoretical models. For
example, securitisation activity of MFIs potentially results in monetary statistics on MFIs’ granting of loans deviating from their actually relevant origination of loans. In the same vein, repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements conducted via central counterparties (CCPs) often reflect indirect inter-MFI transactions but do appear in monetary statistics as CCPs are considered money-holding entities. A review of the definition of money has thus always to take care of theoretical and practical advances as long as they are considered as longer-lasting.

Anyway, at the bottom line both theory and practical experience guide monetary policy-makers towards one ultimate conclusion: If one accepts price stability as being the primary goal of monetary policy, a discussion of monetary policy without a reference to monetary aggregates seems quite misleading and inconsistent. Inflation is a synonym for a declining value of money, which is determined by supply as well as demand factors. This reasoning can be applied both to the analysis of inflation dynamics and to the determination of steady-state inflation. Against the background of uncertainty, misperceptions and theoretical ambiguities it is advisable to consider money and interest rates in monetary policy analysis and decision-making. In a monetary economy with money as a means of payment, there must be consistency between the target rate of inflation - no matter how it is controlled and which instrument the central bank uses - and the growth rate of money. With an additional financial market stability perspective in mind, this logic can be easily adapted if asset price inflation is included in the measurement of inflation.
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